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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN

Hall of Fame Pride
I SPENT A DAY IN COOPERSTOWN THIS SUMMER, VISITING

What if employees had to
wear their names on the
back of their shirts?

the Baseball Hall of Fame and about 20 different stores that sold
baseball apparel, gear and memorabilia. None of these stores
is going to win any prizes for merchandising. They shared a
common philosophy of “let’s show off as much stuff as possible
in as little space as possible, with memorabilia mixed with
apparel and hats, and old merchandise mixed with new.”
My favorite store was the one in town that was totally out
of character with all the others. It was called Baseballism and
resembled a hip sneaker boutique. The merchandising was
minimal, with a few racks and wall displays in a space that
resembled an art gallery. The merchandise was all house label
apparel with a simple ballplayer logo on simple, well-priced
merchandise. The store also carried a few framed inspirational slogans, including one that has stuck with
me. The gist of it was “On the front of your jersey, is the name of who you play for. On the back is the
name of the people who raised you. When you play, try your best to make both proud.”
I love the sentiment and it got me thinking about uniforms of all types: sports uniforms, of course, but
also uniforms worn by employees in stores. What if employees had to wear their names on the back of
their shirts? That would make it easier for shoppers to talk to them. It might also instill some familial pride
in the employee’s behavior.
The gold standard in retail customer service has been set by Nordstrom. The Nordstrom’s directive to
its employees is pretty simple: use your best judgment at all times and do what you believe to be best
under the circumstances. No jargon about corporate policies, no pass the buck explanations about “talking
to the manager.”
When asked who trained his employees, Bruce Nordstrom reportedly said, “their parents.”
I was in Las Vegas this summer for a trade show and found myself turned around in a casino. I was
looking for an exit and ended up asking a member of the janitorial staff how to get to the main exit where
the taxi cabs were.
When it was clear to her that her directions were not clear to me, she walked me to the door in the
back of the casino where the taxis were waiting. That was impressive, straight out of the Ritz-Carlton
employee handbook. Don’t point, lead the way. I doubt that this woman was trained or taught to do
this by her bosses. She showed common sense and compassion, two great traits for anyone who will
be interacting with the public.
Bruce Nordstrom would be proud of that behavior and so would her current employer. I’m sure her
parents would be proud, too, but not surprised. They raised her right and it shows. O
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City Sports Aims to Carve Out Retail Niche
Talking with Marty Hanaka About the Ways that City Sports Is a Bit Different than the Rest.
By Bob McGee

M
Marty Hanaka, President and CEO, City Sports

PODCAST
Listen in on Bob McGee’s
interview with City Sports’
Marty Hanaka online at
insideinsight.com/podcasts.html

arty Hanaka
has seen it
all during his
43-year retail
career, most of
it as a senior
level executive.
After 20 years at Sears, where he
headed the retailer’s successful
Sears Brand Central unit, he
served as president of the nowdefunct Lechmere electronics
chain in New England and later
as president and CEO of Staples.
Within sporting goods retail,
he has helmed both The Sports
Authority and Golfsmith.
Now Hanaka, 66, is leading the
charge at Boston-based City Sports
as both the president and CEO
and as an investor in Highland
Consumer Fund, which has owned
the specialty chain, founded in
1983, for the last seven years. The
Cambridge, MA, investment house,
where one managing general
partner is Staples’ founder Tom
Stemberg, currently has stakes in
13 companies, including Guitar
Center, PaintNite and pinkberry.
But the sole focus today for
Hanaka, who joined Highland
as an operational partner in
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September 2014, is at City Sports,
which has grown to 26 locations
along the U.S. Eastern Seaboard
from 15 when Highland acquired
the specialty chain. Two of the
most recent store additions are in
Manhasset, NY, on Long Island’s
Gold Coast and in the Muirﬁeld
area of Fairfax, VA. There will
not be any additional expansion
during the remainder of 2015,
but eventual growth north of the
border in Toronto and further
entrenchment in the New York
metropolitan market, where
it currently operates only
three doors, isn’t ruled out.
Wherever City Sports opens,
the chain moves quickly to
introduce localized elements
and assortments, including its
regionalized City Sports T-shirts.
“At the core, we want to be
a running store,” says Hanaka
from his north Boston ofﬁce
overlooking the Zakim Bridge
and TD Garden, where the NBA’s
Celtics and NHL’s Bruins play.
About one-third of the chain’
business is generated from
running products. Hanaka says a
City Sports’ merchandise mix is
highlighted by the latest, hottest
brands — products that, more
often than not, can’t be picked up

at a big-box store or a specialty
banner in the mall. Current brand
call outs in the running segment
include Oiselle and Janji apparel
and Ciele, a Canadian hat brand
that is available at City Sports’
Boylston Street location, not far
from the Boston Marathon ﬁnish
line. Additionally, the chain has
its own private label apparel
brand, CS, available in all doors.
“Consumers come into our
stores, most often, to shop an
activity,” Hanaka tells Sports
Insight. He adds that most City
Sports locations have a customer
base divided among four types
of consumers – tourists, local
residential, students and daytime
workers – who are likely perusing
the store on their lunch break or
immediately after work.
Lauren Blanda, who started
working at the Boylston Street
City Sports folding T-shirts as an
Emerson College student 13 years
ago, has been the chain’s general
merchandise manager since January
2013. Previously, she was an apparel
buyer for more than ﬁve years
and the retailer’s apparel category
manager for nearly four years.
In an effort to better connect
with its customers, City Sports
is quick to tie merchandising
efforts to the relevant headline
of the day or a charitable cause.
“Free Brady” T-shirts offered at
certain City Sports locations this
summer (not New York stores)
highlighted the ongoing battle
between Super Bowl MVP Tom
Brady and the NFL over deﬂated
footballs and the frustration
of Patriots fans. Meanwhile, in
mid-August, the chain launched
a back-to-school campaign at
all locations that encouraged
runners, athletes or anyone
who has shoes they no longer
need to donate the unwanted
soles. Through the collaboration
with Soles4Souls, City Sports
collected unwanted footwear for
a limited time and offered those
who donated footwear a $20
discount voucher toward their
next footwear purchase at any of
its stores. O
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More May Be Less for Finish Line
Changes Ahead as Retailer Focuses on a Strategy to Boost Profitability.

Finish Line is focused on driving growth
in all aspects of the business while
deploying capital judiciously.

A

leading analyst says
Finish Line may close
more stores as leases
come up for renewal,
part of a focused
strategy to boost
profitability at the Indianapolisbased retailer. Other changes
ahead include 100 overhauls of
shops inside Macy’s before the
holiday season and a halting of
additional acquisitions by its RSG
running specialty group headed
by Bill Kirkendall. Research by
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Canaccord, citing a meeting with
Finish Line’s CFO Ed Wilheim
and reiterating a “Buy” rating
on the stock, said Finish Line
management is “intently focused
on driving returns and profitable
growth in all aspects of the
business while deploying capital
judiciously.”
In its first quarter ended May
31, Finish Line reported an 11
percent increase in profitability
to $13.8 million on nine percent
top line growth to $443.4 million.
The retailer confirmed its plans to
spend $60 million in the current
fiscal year — $25 million for new
brick-and-mortar stores and the
remodeling of 65-80 existing doors
to add Nike Track Club, Brand
Jordan and other “store within
a store” shops; $5-8 million to
reposition and expand 75-100 of its
Macy’s shops; and another $27-30
million on technology investments
related to new warehouse,
order management and Macy’s
merchandise systems and an
upgrade to digital platforms. All
of the capital expenditures will
be funded with cash-on-hand and
cash flow.
Addressing Finish Line’s ongoing
work with its Macy’s shops, whose
year-over-year average size was
down five percent May 31 despite

43 percent growth in total square
footage to nearly 423,000 from 395
locations, the investment house
says the retailer is transitioning
approximately 100 of them to
larger, higher traffic areas within
the department stores and adding
kids’ assortments. An omnichannel improvement will allow
Macys.com customers to see the
inventory of all 400 stores besides
what is located in distribution
centers. Cannacord estimates
Finish Line’s Macy’s business can
eventually approach $400-500
million in annual revenue, above
the chain’s long-term unit revenue
goal of $250-350 million.
After spending $8.9 million to
purchase the four-door JackRabbit
Sports chain in New York in
March, acquisitions under Finish
Line’s RSG division are said
to be “on hold.” As of May 31,
RSG’s total square footage was
up 38 percent year-over-year
to 275,842-square feet, but the
average door size had grown only
five percent over the 12 months
to 3630-square feet from its
76 locations. Cannacord does
not believe Finish Line will
commit capital for future RSG
acquisitions “if progress has
not been made and a path to
profitability is not visible” by
fiscal year 2016. Finish Line, which
is repositioning JackRabbit to
pure run specialty from its prior
multi-sport specialty focus, will
reportedly re-open JackRabbit’s
14th Street location prior to
the New York City Marathon
after sinking up to $1 million in
renovations into it. The store is
only a few blocks from the city’s
legendary Paragon Sports.
Meanwhile, Keith Johnson,
RSG’s footwear buyer, has
resigned to join The Sports
Authority in a similar capacity.
RSG has hired Frank Pruitt, cross
category sales director for national
strategic accounts at Nike to be
the chain’s general merchandise
manager, evidence of the retailer’s
close ties to Beaverton. He will
hire the banner’s new footwear
buyer. — Bob McGee

sportsinsightmag.com
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New Merchandising Concepts at
Dick’s Include More Brand Shops
Revenues increased in Q2 at Dick’s Sporting Goods.

M

ore than 12 percent of Dick’s
Sporting Goods locations are
adding Polo Sport branded
apparel shops this fall in
a test that will likely be
expanded significantly in
2016 and 2017. At the same
time, the nation’s largest full-line sporting goods
chain is commencing with 10 Brand Jordan shops
in a test and preparing for the introduction of
Skechers for men, women and children that will
be expanded to chain-wide in 2016.
Dick’s senior management laid out the new
merchandising concepts during the release of
second quarter earnings. Operating income
rose 33 percent to more than $148.4 million for
the period ended Aug. 1. Revenues increased
eight percent to more than $1.82 on comparable
store sales improvement of 1.2 percent. Also,
e-commerce sales were 7.3 percent of sales, on
an implied $133.1 million, a 24.4 percent increase
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from the 6.3 percent of revenues in Q2/14.
With the results, Dick’s raised its full-year EPS
guidance to $3.13-3.21 a share and maintained its
consolidated comp growth outlook of 1-3 percent
growth. Among other key highlights:

participation erosion in soccer.

trend in athletic apparel, footwear and cleats.
Inventory was in better shape year-over-year.
Allocations in casual athletic were better for
back-to-school than they were last year.

Golf: Has experienced sequential improvement
in golf since start of 2015. Doesn’t need to be
as promotional as last year due to category
improvement and the segment’s cleaned up
inventory positions. Cost reductions and a
higher margin rate has improved profitability
within golf despite lower sales. Closed three Golf
Galaxy stores in quarter, but will only do so going
forward if the location doesn’t work.

Footwear: Says basketball silhouettes are trending

Outdoor: Has experienced an acceleration.

faster than running. Casual athletic is also
growing at a faster rate than running.

“Relatively confident” hunting will be relatively
flat to 2016 as the total outdoor segment
increases in both the third and fourth quarters.
Believes new Field & Stream/Dick’s combo
concept – a first location opened in Mobile, AL –
will generate higher sales and store productivity
than standalone locations. Four such combo
doors will be opened by year-end. O

Back-To-School: “Enthusiastic” about fashion

Youth sports participation declines: It has been

a bit more difficult at the younger levels of
football versus the high school game. Believes
many of the former football players have
moved to soccer and fall baseball. Has not seen

sportsinsightmag.com
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How to Strengthen
Vendor Relations
RETAIL TIPS

When a retailer has
identiﬁed its VIP vendors it is good to go
through a process to
make sure the
relationships with
these key partners
are nurtured.

By Ron Menconi

T

he most important
relationships a
retailer has are
the ones with its
vendors. Larger
retailers have several
hundred vendors
they buy from on a regular basis,
but when you take a close look at
the top 10 vendors you will see
that in many cases they represent
a large percentage of their total
annual purchases. Some specialty
sports retailers may purchase up
to 50 percent of their products
from a single vendor.
Retailers are vulnerable when
vendors that represent much of
their total sales and gross margin
make changes to programs.
Changes can come in these areas:
• Price increases
• Changes in discount structures
• Product allocations of new or
high demand products
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• Shipping policies
• Credit limit restrictions
• Fixtures and display materials
• Promotional products and
close outs
• Co-op advertising
When a top brand takes away or
alters one of these areas, it hits a
retailer’s top line sales and bottom
line profits hard.
You would think that a retailer
would want to make sure it had
a good relationship with key
vendors and their sales managers.
But that is not always the case.
Many buyers have an adversarial
relationship with key vendors,
trying to do whatever they can
to get more of what they want
and get bigger discounts. Some
threaten to cut back orders, push
to take back product, hit them with
unreasonable chargebacks and are
disrespectful of sales reps.
I have always felt it is good for
a buyer to be tough, as long as he
or she is fair. It is best to look at
building a long-term partnership
with vendors and making each
negotiation a win-win for both
parties. If a brand feels that it is
being hit up too much for additional
discounts by a specific retailer, it
will contemplate if it’s worth dealing
with this type of organization.
Big brands have lots of options
on who they decide to sell to. They
decide who gets a bigger share of
the best items and first pick of the
deals when they be come available.
When a vendor knows they are
working with a straight shooter
who looks to build a long-term
partnership they are more apt to
make sure they take care of them
first, rather than the buyer who
beats them up each time they have
an appointment.

Many years ago I traveled to a
large fitness company’s corporate
office to see some new products
they were bringing to market. We
had worked with this company
for several years and had a good
relationship with them. We had
heard some details about the new
products prior to the trip and
knew they were going to be hot.
We wanted to do what we could to
get delivery to our market first, get
a good price and a fair allocation.
When we arrived we found out that
in the next room was the buyer
for another large regional chain
looking at the same new products.
This buyer had a reputation for
being tough and very demanding.
I could hear just about everything
they were saying because the
buyer was yelling and accusing
them of not giving him the best
deal and the amount of product he
wanted. Meanwhile, we saw the new
product, worked out the details and
soon left for lunch. In the next room
they were still going at it. They got
the same price we did. They were
given less allocation and would be
shipped later. That vendor saw us
as a valuable partner long term and
not an adversary and they made
sure we were taken care of.
There are many instances where
a vendor has a choice on who
they will sell to when they have
something that is limited. The
retailers that get offered these
sought after deals are their favorite
accounts — the ones where they
feel they have a real partnership.
One exercise that can really
help to strengthen relations with
key vendors is to do an annual
evaluation of all vendors with the
goal of cutting or eliminating the
vendors who rate low and then give
sportsinsightmag.com

more SKUs to the top performers.
It takes an in-depth review where
you look at the number of SKUs in
the program, total sales, percentage
of sales by category, gross margin,
average inventory, turns, order
turn around time and advertising
support. These reviews can be
painful, but the benefit is cutting
some slower moving inventory

and buying more from your best
performing vendors. Those who
make the cut are rewarded with
more in-store floor space and
larger orders.
When a retailer has identified
its VIP vendors it is good to go
through a process to make sure
the relationships with these key
partners are nurtured. Have

www.oldhickorybats.com (866) PRO BATS
mail@oldhickorybats.com
#DroppinHick
sportsinsightmag.com

your executive team meet and
communicate with their peers
with each vendor — merchandise
manager to sales manager,
advertising manager to marketing
directors, right up to the CEOs of
each company.
We had an annual meeting every
year and invited all of our top
vendors. This was a big event and
included a charity golf tournament
that the vendors could participate
in. In the meeting we would
lay out our plans for the next
year, new stores, remodels,
merchandising direction and
marketing. We would also award
our annual vendor awards from
the prior year. We would try to
recognize as many as we could
and announce vendors who were

nominated in many categories,
such as hard goods, soft goods,
new vendor, item of the year and
rep of the year.
When brands realize a retailer
is a committed partner, increasing
SKUs and giving them a bigger
share of their open to buy,
they are more likely to listen to
requests and do more for that
retailer going forward. O
Ron Menconi was
SVP-merchandise
and marketing for G.I.
Joe’s for more than 10
years. He is currently
president of Menconi
Consulting, which works
within the sports and
outdoor industries at
retail and wholesale. He
can be reached at ron.
menconi@gmail.com
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Retail Networks:
The Best Way to Grow Your Business

By Peter Zaballos

K

nowing how the advent of
social media has revolutionized the way people
connect with one another
and share information,
it’s no surprise that retailers and suppliers are using a similar
model to do business in today’s omnichannel era. At the heart of this new
model is the retail network. A simple
yet powerful concept, the retail network
is transforming the retail supply chain
by enabling retailers and suppliers to
find and do business with one another as
easily as friends connect and share information with one another on social networks such
as Facebook and LinkedIn. Retail networks also
relieve pressures around sourcing, assortment, fulfillment, and data collection and analysis.
As a result, more and more companies are joining retail
networks. Not only do they make it easier to do business, they make it easier
to meet the expectations of today’s consumers. While those consumers
were once content shopping in brick-and-mortar stores during store hours,
they now expect to buy what they want, when they want, how they want.
And they expect whatever they buy to be competitively priced and delivered
quickly to wherever they want it, often for free.
While such a seamless shopping experience is defined by its simplicity,
creating it can be enormously complex. And while large retailers and
suppliers have the time and money to both seek out and integrate with one
another, it’s often difficult – sometimes downright impossible – for smaller
retailers and suppliers to do the same.
But now, the playing field has been leveled thanks to retail networks,
which make it easy for retailers of all sizes to find and onboard new
suppliers. Rather than the weeks or months these activities used to take,
they can now be done in just a few hours or a few days.
Take Shoebacca, for instance. A leading online retail footwear company,
Shoebacca sells more than 25,000 styles of shoes by many of the world’s most
popular sports brands, including Converse, Keen, New Balance and Reebok.
The company also sells apparel, sunglasses and gear.
Thanks to the success of its e-commerce efforts, sales have grown
dramatically. But managing that growth wasn’t easy. The company had
trouble finding and onboarding vendors. It also had trouble managing order
fulfillment. To address these and other needs, Shoebacca joined a retail
network. The network not only helps Shoebacca find suppliers, it helps the
company find the right suppliers. And because all members of the network
use the same platform, onboarding is a simple “plug and play” process. So
is sharing order and shipment data.
The result is stronger vendor relationships, better vendor
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communication and greater vendor
accountability. Being a member of the
network has helped Shoebacca “cut
down on merchandising costs as well,”
says Ryan Schlachter, a Shoebacca
buyer.
Beyond the Rack is another company
whose rapid growth required new
ways of doing business.
Despite the fact that this leading
online flash sale shopping club
had millions of members, it was
still using Excel-based processes for
supplier transactions. Imagine the timeconsuming, error-filled reconciliation that
required. And when you consider that the
company’s flash sales typically last only 48
hours and require reconciling SKU numbers,
vendor UPC codes and Beyond the Rack bar
codes, you get a sense of the enormous complexity
involved.
To save time and money and deliver the seamless shopping
experience today’s e-commerce consumers demand, the company went in
search of the back-end scale and speed it needed to grow sales and serve
customers in more than 100 countries.
Beyond the Rack began by joining a retail network and automating
integrations with 200 of its tops vendors; hundreds more followed. The
results are impressive. “You’re talking about hundreds of hours a week we
don’t have to invest,” says Jim Weinberg, president and chief marketing
officer at Beyond the Rack. Instead, merchandise ranging from athletic
clothes to duffel bags, from sports watches to waterproof camcorders, is
picked, packed and shipped literally the same day.
Being part of a retail network also enabled the company to automate the
workflow for posting product and inventory information, no small feat when
you consider the short-lived nature of thousands of products in various
styles, colors and sizes and the fact that those products spread across the
company’s Montreal, New York and Los Angeles distribution centers.
And while joining a retail network may seem daunting, it’s not. It’s actually
quite simple, and like today’s social media platforms it makes finding and
onboarding new trading partners as easy as searching for and connecting with
former colleagues on LinkedIn.
So, if you’re looking for a simple, affordable way to thrive in today’s fastpaced omnichannel world, join a retail network today. If the success of
Shoebacca and Beyond the Rack are any indication, you’ll be glad you did. O
About the author
Peter Zaballos (@PZaballos) is VP-marketing and product at SPS Commerce, an
omni-channel retail solution provider that perfects the power of trading partner
relationships with its cloud-based solutions. He’s also the co-author of “Retail
Networks for Dummies.”
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Bogs Moves Beyond the Boot

Bogs Ezra flip.

Bogs Amma Sandal.

B

est known for its rain
boots and rain shoes,
Bogs Footwear has
been dramatically
expanding its offerings
over the past few
seasons, and will continue
to do so into 2016. Bogs will
be featuring the cushioning
technology Rebound in its
Spring 2016 collection of outdoor
and lifestyle sandals. Bogs will
also offer the brand’s first true
lightweight hiking boot and

several new casual lifestyle shoes.
“For the Spring 2016 season,
we are combining bright colors
and unique patterns with our
innovative technology for
a collection of comfortable
footwear that does not sacrifice
on style,” says Bogs director of
marketing David Cook.
Made from 100 percent
waterproof full-grain leather,
the Red Rock is Bogs’ first
true lightweight technical
hiker built for all-day comfort.

Bogs Red Rock boot.

Bogs’ Stabilizer and Rebound
technology provide a natural fit
and under foot support while
Bogs Max-Wick and DuraFresh
move sweat away and keep odor
at bay.
As part of the new sandal
collection, Bogs is introducing
the Hudson Webbing Flip for men
and women. Crafted with colorful
nylon webbing, the Hudson
Webbing features Rebound
technology for shock-absorbing,
responsive cushioning along with

Bogs’ new proprietary H20Grip
that provides unparalleled
traction on wet terrain.
For its leather collection, Bogs
adds seven styles for women and
two for men. Highlights in the
collection include the women’s
Amma, a stylish and functional
sandal crafted with full-grain
water resistant leather and a
Rebound outsole, and the men’s
Ezra, a casual flip with a water
resistant leather-wrapped footbed
and Rebound midsole. O
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Unequal and Spenco Partner on Product

S

Co-branded insoles from Unequal and Spenco.

penco Medical
Corporation and
Unequal Technologies
Co. have teamed
up to create a line
of insoles. The
co-branded insoles
will target athletes looking to
reduce the risk of foot and leg
impact stress injuries.
Unequal’s patented vibrationabsorbing technology is used in
a variety of other products, such
as protective head and body gear.
The company’s protective sports
gear for the head and body has
been worn by high-profile athletes
in football, baseball, hockey,
soccer, the Sochi 2014 Olympic
Games and the Winter X-Games.
The patented composite uses a
“para-aramid” that is found in bulletresistant vests and fire-resistant
apparel. Aramid fibers are high
strength, resistant to abrasion and
have outstanding fabric integrity at
high temperatures.
“Rather than just absorbing

Pep Guardiola Tabbed as New Face of Gore-Tex

P

ep Guardiola, one of world soccer’s
most-decorated and well-known
coaches, has signed a four-year
personal endorsement deal to globally
represent the Gore-Tex brand and
Gore branded apparel and footwear
The 44-year-old Spaniard, currently in charge
of German champions Bayern Munich, will serve
as the lead spokesperson for Gore-Tex branded
products and his image will be included in print
and online communication as well as in retail
promotion material for Gore fabrics products.
Guardiola, an ex-professional player, has earned
legendary coaching status as a two-time winner of
the UEFA Champions League with FC Barcelona.
He took over at Bayern Munich in 2013.
“As an athlete and coach, perfectionism
and vision play a crucial role and the same
characteristics apply to Gore-Tex products.
Therefore I’m happy to represent this
outstanding brand,” says Guardiola. “Only if you
devote time and have a genuine passion for a
subject, will you continuously improve every
day. This is hard work but it eventually leads to
exceptional results. And this dedication to quality
and innovation is exactly what impresses me
about the Gore-Tex brand.” O
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the shock that an athlete might
experience charging up and down
a field, for example, Spenco’s new
line of Unequal insoles will more
safely distribute the vibration,
impact and hot spots away from a
particular point of impact on the
foot,” says Jeff Antonioli, Spenco’s
VP–sales and marketing. “We
believe athletes from the young
adult to the professional will
benefit from this new product by
experiencing lower injury rates
and increased performance.”
The co-branded insoles will be
available in two types: one for
cushioning that will provide ultrathin comfort, and one for stability
that will have a lightweight
orthotic cradle.
Both will feature Spenco’s “Full
Contact Comfort” supported with
“The Shape That Feels Great,”
along with the protection and
shock attenuation of Unequal.
The insoles will be available at
retail this Fall. They will retail
for $39.99. O

Performance Health
Teams Up with
Dick’s Sporting Goods
Performance Health has teamed
up with Dick’s Sporting Goods
to merchandise its performance
rehab and wellness products in
the women’s apparel section of
Dick’s stores across the nation.
Dick’s will be amping up the
women’s apparel section with
an array of TheraBand and
Cramer products. Products will
range from flexible Kinesiology
Tape and easy-to-use Self Stick
Tape to lightweight Underwrap
in a stylish array of patterned
offerings. The products will be
found in freestanding displays
throughout the women’s apparel
section. There will be men’sspecific products available, as
well, with a variety of products
and color options on display. O
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LICENSING

Pivotal Players

Stance NBA Legends collection

It’s a
whole new
ballgame in
the sports
licensing
world. We
take a look
at some
companies
shaking up
the market.

STANCE
Changing the Game
“If it’s not Stance, it’s just
socks.” So says the sock brand
Stance, and consumers seem
to agree. The brand has helped
popularize colorful and stylish
performance socks and is poised
to become even hotter as it
becomes the on-court sock of the
NBA next season.
At the start: Stance’s first licensed
product was with the NBA. “We
did throwback team logo socks
and together with the NBA we
came up with the idea to put NBA
Legends actually on the socks,”
says Clarke Miyasaki, Stance’s
VP–business development.
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“We couldn’t keep the socks in
stock for the first year of our
partnership, so we knew we were
on to something good.”
Authenticity is key: “We approach
the market as huge sports fans
and I think our customers can feel
the authenticity of our products
through our sock designs,” says
Miyasaki. “One of my favorite
parts of my job is when we get
to choose which NBA players
we want to use for the upcoming
collection, because I’ve always
been a huge NBA fan. For our
performance products in Snow,
Run, Basketball, Moto and Golf,
we have category directors that
come from those industries, so
we have professional athletes in

each segment who are testing
the product and making sure it
performs to the specifications of
world-class athletes specific to
that category.”
Growth opportunities: “Most
of the performance or sports
categories are pretty new so we
see a lot of growth opportunity
within the segments we are
already in,” says Miyasaki. “We
launched our MLB collection this
year, our NBA on-court socks
launch this upcoming season,
the run and moto lines were
introduced in 2015 and our latest
golf sock technology just hit
the market. With that said, we
are always looking at different
league licenses and evaluating

sportsinsightmag.com

various performance category
opportunities.”
What’s next: “We are putting a
ton of effort into making sure
the NBA launch is successful,”
says Miyaskai. “Stance will be
the first brand to ever have its
logo on an NBA uniform, so we
want the players to love our new
basketball product and to look
fantastic in the new designs. NBA
teams have historically worn only
black or white socks — we will be
rolling out multiple sock designs
for every team in the league that
kit up with their uniforms. Our
innovation team has put years of
work into the technology of this
sock and we can’t wait to show it
off to the world.”

BLEACHER CREATURES
Cuddly, Cute and
Selling Like Hotcakes
Founded by sports licensing veteran
Matt Hoffman, the four-year old
company makes plush toys of
athletes and entertainment icons.
Frustrated by the lack of options,
inspired by the types of toys his
kids enjoyed playing with, and
grasping that children have a
connection with their favorite pro
players, the light bulb went on for
Hoffman: turn the athletes into
plush, cuddly characters. The rest,
as they say, is history.
At the start: The idea for Bleacher
Creatures came about when
Hoffman, the company’s founder/
president, was at a Phillies game
back in 2011 and wondered what
Chase Utley would look like as a
Muppet. “After market research,
he realized there was a gap in
the market and a big opportunity
to create player plush,” explains
Micah Levy, director of marketing.
“The Bleacher Creatures team has
worked diligently to constantly
improve artwork to come close
to perfecting player likeness.
When we launched initially with
the NFL and NFLPA, Bleacher
Creatures had nine player plush
figures. Four years later, Bleacher
Creatures offers over 90 NFL
player plush figures alone.”
Unique angle: “Our product
is about encouraging fun,
inspiration and play,” says
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Levy. “When a consumer sees a
Bleacher Creature for the first
time or holds it in their hands,
nine times out of 10 the reaction
is a smile and we know our
mission is accomplished. Fans
have deep connections to their
favorite teams, but also even
deeper emotional connections to
players and Bleacher Creatures
allows them to connect to both
of those passions.”
Growth opportunities: “As our
brand continues to grow, our
player plush lineup for all of our
sports properties (MLB, MLBPA,
NFL, NFLPA, NBA, NHL, NHLPA,
MLS, NASCAR) will continue to
grow as well. For the MLB, we
feature a player plush for every
team in the league and the NFL,
NBA, and NHL will all soon have
at least one player plush for
each team in their respective
leagues as well. We also have
developed a terrific international
business, specifically with
European soccer clubs. As we
launch those player plush figures
domestically, we envision large
opportunity for growth.”
What’s next: Bleacher Creatures
just launched its first line of
NASCAR drivers (Dale Earnhardt,
Jr, Jimmie Johnson, Jeff Gordon).
It also just released its 2015 NFL
Season lineup and in September
will be releasing its 2015 NBA
and NHL season product lines.
Soon to follow will be European
soccer clubs player plush from
Chelsea FC, Manchester City and
Liverpool FC.

to print more than 10,000 different
products on demand.
At the start: The company’s
first licensed product for sports
fans was a full color printed
computer keyboard. “It was a
unique product and really allowed
us to enter the sports licensing
market with something new
and different,” says Keyscaper
president Randall Thom.
“Although some will say that
keyboards are not exciting or are
a dying product, when you visit
almost any business in the U.S.
you will find keyboards in use.
Our keyboards really allow fans
to show their team spirit proudly
on their desk with a product that
they use throughout the day.”

“Stance will be the first
brand to ever have its
logo on an NBA uniform.
Our innovation team has
put years of work into the
technology of this sock.”
CLARKE MIYASAKI, STANCE

Bleacher
Creatures Plush
LeBron James,
MSRP $19.99.

Bleacher
Creatures Plush
Sidney Crosby,
MSRP $19.99.

KEYSCAPER
Plugging Personality
The Portland, OR-based company
reaches fans by giving a touch of
fandom to some of the products
closest to consumers’ hearts —
including their electronic devices.
The company makes licensed
products for NASCAR, Major
League Soccer, college teams
and Major League Baseball.
Keyscaper has grown from less
than five full-time staff to more
than 40 in five years. It makes
products with a focus on value.
This means packing features and
style with aggressive price. Its
manufacturing platform allows it
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Standing out: “We focus on
providing unique products with
great graphics, small MOQs and
the ability to react quickly to
customer requests,” says Thom.
Growth opportunities: “Reducing
MOQs and the ability to respond
quickly to retailer’s reorders
so that they can minimize their
inventory,” says Thom. “A
continuous flow of product to our
customers is ideal, as it balances
out our production while
minimizing on-hand inventory for
the retailer.”
What’s next: “Our frosted coin
bank jugs are an exciting new
product category for us. As a
decorative piece, a coin bank or a
beverage vessel, these jugs really
show team spirit.”

Cutter & Buck Double Major
Quilted Vest, MSRP $110.

NFL Bears Throw Wrap,
MSRP $34.95.

NFL APPAREL
Scoring With Style
Style for sports fans continues to
“grow up” as some of the latest
offerings from NFL licensees
reveals. Items such as Cutter &
Buck outdoor apparel and an
NFL-branded wrap lend some
style to complement “team pride.”
From zip-ups and sweaters to
wraps and winter hats, NFL
Apparel has options for women
and men that are not just for
game day. From retro athletic to
on-trend headwear, brands such
as ’47 and Mitchell & Ness have
fans covered. O

’47 Brand Fairfax Knit Hat,
MSRP $24.

Mitchell & Ness Pump Fake
Longsleeve, MSRP $80.

Keyscaper Wireless
Computer Keyboard,
MSRP $49.99.
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Keyscaper Frosted Jug with coin bank cap,
MSRP $19.99.
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Reebok Combat Training
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Millennial genera
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FITNESS LANDSCAPE

COMBAT TRAINING

The Workout: Combat training includes boxing,
kickboxing and mixed martial arts. Reebok
estimates that more than 35 million people (40
percent of which have started in the last year)
are training like fighters, not because they want
to be the next great fighter necessarily, but
for the benefits this type of training delivers.
“Combat Training is a worldwide movement
dedicated to the pursuit of physical and mental
fitness,” says Mike Lunardelli, senior business
unit director of Reebok Combat.
The Gear: “Combat really steps away from
every other category with its concrete print
that looks like streetwear, but holds up
just as well as our top performance pieces
in training,” says Reebok Combat designer
Kaarina Taskila. When the Reebok team found

out that UFC Bantamweight Champion Ronda
Rousey was doubling up on her bras for extra
support, “we decided to look at our own
product line and create a two-in-one bra for
Fall/Winter 2016,” says Boris Esterkes, design
director for Reebok Combat.
Texas-based vendor TKO offers boxing
gloves, punching towers, fitness electronics
and jump ropes for this type of training.
“Boxing is important for balance, strength
and agility with both men and women
incorporating it into their gym routines,” says
TKO president Garry Kurtz.
And fitness coach and founder of Golf
Fitness Retreats, Meagan McBain, incorporates
boxing into her golfing client workouts since
it aids in ballistic rotation, balance, and core
strength and power generation. O

Reebok sees combat training, which includes boxing,
kickboxing and martial arts,
as a worldwide movement.
And trainers such as Meagan
McBain (top right photo),
coach and founder of Golf
Fitness Retreats, is known
for incorporating boxing into
her golfing client workouts.
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The Workout: WERQ is a dance class
based on pop, rock and hip-hop music
taught by certified fitness professionals
throughout the country. A signature
WERQ warm-up previews dance steps
used in class, while the cool-down
includes balance and yoga inspired
poses. Classes offer “highintensity non-stop
heart-strengthening
sweaty all-out cardio,”
according to the
WERQ website.
“These classes always
proved to be great in a
big group because it gives
friends the opportunity to laugh and
have fun with each other, even if they
are not getting the moves exactly right,”
notes Ryka SVP and GM Debbie Krivelow.

Clockwise from top left:
Ryka Tenacity, Ryka
Influence 2, Reebok
Women’s Cardio Ultra.

The Gear: “For dance-based classes,
shoes need to move smoothly on the
studio floor and create low friction,”
says Krivelow. Ryka’s Tenacity high-top
provides extra ankle support alongside
the extra cushioning with RE-ZORB
insoles. The Influence 2 features an
ergonomic design, dual density foam
in to protect from impact, and an
independent lacing system to help
create a custom fit and lateral support.
Both Ryka options have pivot points and
shock absorption. Reebok’s Cardio Ultra
includes Turn Zone technology and flex
grooves for 360 degrees of mobility,
along with a flexible upper cage for
multidirectional support and a low-cut
for mobility in studio activities. O

Fitness Tracking Devices Are Big Business

N

early five years after
rival Nike entered the
fitness tracking app
business with the
launch of the Nike+
running app, initially called Nike+
GPS, rival Adidas has entered
the segment via its recent $239
million acquisition of Runtastic.
The Austrian-based company has a
range of 20 apps – everything from
Leg Trainer and Six Pack to Sleep
Better – that cover endurance,
health and fitness activities and
count an aggregate 70 million
users, currently 10 million active
in the U.S. Runtastic will operate
as an independent business unit

under the ownership of Adidas
with all four Runtastic co-founders
expected to remain through 2019.
The acquisition is just one of many
moves from major athletic brands
moving into the fitness app and
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device market. Under Armour is
also building its footprint in the data
analytics business. UA says it has
more than 120 million registered
users total for the three apps it
acquired between December 2013

and February of this year. Under
Armour intends to grow its Connect
Fitness business – MapMyFitness,
Endomondo and MyFitnessPal
– through the development of
applications, services and other
digital solutions to impact how
athletes and fitness-minded
individuals train, perform and live.
The business, however, reported
a $13.1 million segment operating
loss in 2014.
Meanwhile, Nike, which launched
the Fuelband in 2012 but
subsequently opted to exit the
hardware business for tracking
apps, counted more than 28
million Nike+ users in April 2014. O
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FITNESS LANDSCAPE
Inside a Swerve fitness facility.

COMPETITIVE STUDIO CYCLING

The Workout: At Swerve Fitness in New
York City, the Swerve Ride class has bikers
“swerving to the beat” and racing toward
the finish to beat competitors, says assistant
general manager Katie Sullivan. Bikes allow for
tracking RPMs and a Swerve Score, which is
energy exerted along the ride. While cyclists
compete for personal bests, they also are
assigned to specific teams plotted against one
another. “We have a lot of people come with
friends. You get focused on helping that team
and congratulate the winners,” according to

The Gear: Sullivan sees a lot of Lululemon
and Nike apparel in the studio, with leggings a
must for the vast majority of riders. According
to prAna VP–design and merchandising, Ellen
Krimmel, the brand’s Ergo legging is a fit for
cycling. It’s figure flattering, has contoured
seaming and features subtle print insets and
“just the right reflectivity if you chose to do
your active adventuring in the dark.” O

The Workout: TheSHAPER is a 45-minute
class composed of 30 minutes of running
and 15 minutes of stretching, toning and
drill exercises on a treadmill at New York
City-based studio TheRUN. Workouts are
personalized and automated to each client’s
pace and ability. An algorithm on each
treadmill “helps work with a natural running
pace and creates a hands-free workout,”
explains TheRUN rep Falon Papale. Lucky
attendees may catch a class coached by
founder John Henwood, who represented
New Zealand in the Olympics in 2004. Some
training classes include outdoor jaunts.

TREADMILL WORKOUT

Treadmills are not just for running on anymore. TheRUN founder John Henwood
has devised classes that incorporate
stretching, toning and drill exercises, too.
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Sullivan. Classes include sprints, hills and
upper body exercises.

The Gear: In footwear, “you want something
that is comfortable, but resilient to the
hardness of the treadmill,” says Claire Wood,
senior product manager for performance
running at New Balance. The Vazee Pace
offers a resilient, springy ride with a
“remarkably responsive” REVlite midsole,
the exec adds. On top, Wood recommends
NB’s Made for Movement (M4M) Seamless
Collection, which includes NB Dry technology
to help keep the skin cool and dry for even
less irritation caused by chafing. The shirt’s
seamless body construction and the capri’s
strategic minimal seaming, only found in the
inseam and gusset, offer a lightweight option
for women. O
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FITNESS

BY JENNIFER ERNST BEAUDRY

FOOTWEAR
SHAPESUP
NEW CLASSES AND WORKOUT CRAZES FUEL NEW FOOTWEAR OFFERINGS

T
Photo: Ahnu

he fitness field has exploded with
new classes, new workouts and new
customers — and that means a big
opportunity for athletic brands.
According to the National Sporting Goods
Association (NSGA), 151 million people
participated in fitness activities in 2014
— the largest of all the sport and active
segments. And all of the fitness activities
the group tracks saw increases last year,
some impressive: Participation in yoga,
for example, has tripled since the trade
group started tracking it in 2007.
Barry McGeough, VP–hardgoods for
Speedo USA, says consumer appetite for a varied fitness diet can’t
be overstated.
“Soul Cycle just went public, barre is huge, there’s P90x,
CrossFit,” he says, adding that his own workouts meld core power
yoga, training, spin and other classes. “Everyone is mixing it up.”
“Women now aren’t just going to gyms, they are going to
specialty studios for activities like barre, cycling and interval
training. And they are not just going to one studio — companies
like Class Pass are helping that happen,” agrees Debbie Krivelow,
SVP and GM of the women’s-only brand Ryka. “All of this means
that women are buying more shoes specific to each fitness activity.
Maybe we should say, all of this means that there’s an opportunity
to design footwear specific to each fitness activity, but also to offer
versatile styles that perform across several functions.”
Here, Sports Insight runs down some of the most compelling
fitness footwear trends for the year ahead.
Class Act
Ryka’s Krivelow says the brand sees a big opportunity in the
many classes that are currently thriving — Zumba, Jazzercize and
beyond.“We are most excited about the growth in group fitness
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classes and we are seeing it across women of all ages, including
Millennials,” she says.
The brand counts people like Haley Stone, founder of the WERQ
program, which combines hip-hop, pop and rock dance moves for
a high-impact cardio workout, as brand ambassadors. “What are
really hot are the hip-hop dance fitness classes that feature the
latest songs and fun, easy-to-follow choreography,” Krivelow says.
“This is perfect for the person who wants to get out and move, but
isn’t interested in traditional exercise.”
For Spring ’16, the brand is launching the $70 Achieve style. Built
with the brand’s signature pivot point in the forefoot for seamless
flow between dance moves and Ryka’s proprietary N-Gage EVA,
the low-profile style is made to keep the foot stable and cushioned
during high-impact dance moves or doing a gym workout.
And while the popularity of studio classes like the barre-based
Physique 57, Pure Barre and The Dailey Method, as well as
perennials yoga and Pilates, have made grippy socks into a big
business, brands say there’s an opportunity for shoes.
Ahnu’s inaugural YogaSport line hit retailers in July and for Spring
’16 it is offering three styles. The line – which makes super-flexible
construction and grippy outsoles for use in class – puts a premium
on being a shoe that can take you through a number of workouts,
according to Ahnu VP and co-founder Jacqueline Van Dine.
“Your basic running shoe or cross-trainer simply isn’t built to
take you through the types of new workouts we’re seeing spring
up,” she says. “With the YogaSport footwear collection, we were
determined to create footwear that meets the demands of this new
style of workout which includes resistance training, short runs,
yoga or gym workouts by providing supportive stability, integrated
flexibility and ultra lightweight comfort.”
Where the line’s most minimal style, the $50 In Studi-OM, is built
with a slipper-like design to give unobtrusive grip on a mat or
floor, the $100 Yoga Split and $120 Yoga Flex draw on the brand’s
outdoor heritage with sneaker-y outsoles, dual density memory
foam footbeds and Spider rubber outsoles.
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Lalo Tactical Maximius,
MSRP $140. Training style
designed for weightlifting
and agility.

Ahnu Yoga Flex, MSRP
$120. Draws on the
brand’s outdoor heritage
with sneaker-like oustoles.

Ryka Hydro Sport 2, MSRP
$65. Features open mesh
for drainage and bungee
speed laces for easy-onoff capability.

Ahnu In Studi-OM, MSRP
$50. A minimal style with a
slipper-like design.

Icebug Acceleritas OCR
RB9X, MSRP $150. Built
for obstacle course racing,
it has grippy rubber for
traction.

Reebok CrossFit Nano 5.0,
MSRP $135 and Reebok
Hobart TR, MSRP $100.
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Gym and (Way) Beyond
Intense, fundamentals-focused
programs such as CrossFit have
revitalized the cross-training
footwear category and created a
new market for low-to-the-ground
shoes with extra-durable uppers.
And targeting a similar spirit, the
growth of hard-core adventure runs
– mud runs, Spartan Races and even
the more light-hearted Color Runs
– have driven demand for rugged
shoes that can take a beating.
For Spring ’16, official CrossFit
sponsor Reebok is launching
the Hobart TR, a $100 shoe for
men and women that delivers
in December. In addition to the
breathable upper and low drop,
the Hobart TR adds a heel element
to help stability in handstand
pushups against a wall, and an
overlay on the upper for added
protecting during rope climbs.
The $135 CrossFit Nano 5.0, also a
December launch, has a Kevlar toe
wrap for added protection.
Lalo Tactical, the militaryinspired training footwear brand,
is debuting a shoe this spring
that builds on the success of its
Grinder cross-training model with
The Maximus, a training style
developed with Rob “Maximus”
MacDonald, training director and
GM of Salt Lake City’s Gym Jones.
The $140 model for men and
women, which delivers in April
2016, has a 5mm drop designed for
weight lifting and agility training.
In the trail and race category,
Swedish brand Icebug is launching
a set of shoes for spring targeting
obstacle course racing and
orienteering athletes. The $150
Acceleritas OCR (for Obstacle
Course Racing) RB9X style features
a cleated outsole with grippy RB9X
rubber made for traction in muddy
or wet conditions. The $173 trailinflected DTS OCR RB9X shoe has
the same RB9X rubber compound
on the outsole, with a drainage
system and more cushioning for
longer runs.
Get Wet
Getting in the pool is nothing
new, but brands say a new
appetite for all things water has
opened up footwear opportunities.
Ryka, for whom aquatic fitness
shoes have been a core category,
is bringing the new women’sonly Hydro Sport 2 to market for

spring. The $65 shoe features open
mesh for drainages, bungee speed
laces and a burrito construction
tongue that makes putting the
shoe on easy, even when it’s wet.
And according to Speedo’s
McGeough, the company is seeing
an explosion in in-water training
and fitness classes — and it’s
making shoes to suit.
“What’s happening in fitness is
right in our wheelhouse,” he says.
“People are cross training more
and more, everyone is mixing it
up and one of the things that’s
happening that is totally organic
is that people aren’t looking at
water as just horizontal workouts,
they’re looking at what they can
do vertically.”
What that means, he explains,
is that while swimming laps
continues to be strong, fitness
classes like Aqua Zumba or even
in-water spin classes, like the ones
offered New York’s Aqua Studio,
as well as pool-based programs
that use the water’s resistance to
do conditioning and strengthening,
are flourishing.
And both kinds of classes need
water-friendly shoes for on the
pool deck as well as increasingly in
the water.
The movement is so strong,
he says, that the company is
launching a training-oriented
sub-brand, SpeedoFit, that will
encompass footwear, apparel
and gear. Launching for spring,
SpeedoFit will be supported by
comprehensive ad campaign.
One of the critical footwear
styles will be the $65 Upswell style
for men and women. The anti-slip,
quick-drying shoe is lightweight
and designed to give optimal
surface contact to allow users
doing water fitness classes great
grip in the pool. But, he adds, it’s
not a single-use product: It’s also
made to get wearers to, from and
even around the pool as well.
A grippy and low-profile outsole
make it an option for weight lifting,
CrossFit, elliptical or aerobic bike.
“It’s good for dry land and water,”
McGeough says. “It’s a really good
gym shoe.” The Upswell is targeting
a broad audience, he said, delivering
in January to major sporting goods
accounts including Dick’s and
The Sports Authority, as well as
e-commerce accounts including
Amazon.com and Zappos. O
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INSOLES & ACCESSORIES

Putting Their Best Foot Forward
Orthotics Get Game
Speedlaces
iBungee
Laces, $5.95

“Whether walking,
running, hiking or
standing, consumers
are looking for a
quality, innovative
insole that will
support and cradle
their foot.”
DAVID CHURCH, PRESIDENT
SORBOTHANE

By Nancy A. Ruhling

A

s the latest collection of insoles proves,
orthotics no longer are footwear accessories.
They are necessities.
Offering custom-like fits right out of the box
and a multitude of high-tech features, the new orthotics
are dynamic, performance-enhancing devices that work
with the foot instead of merely laboring under it.
Below are some of the top brands that are moving the
category forward.
Archmolds’ full-length, heat moldable insoles -Standard, Maximum, Lean and Multisport, $40.95, and
Ultimate, $58.95 -- provide a comfortable custom-like
fit without compromising support. Equipped with
polyurethane cushioning and a deep heel cup, they
align the body properly during activity and provide
relief from and prevent a variety of problems, including
heel and arch pain from plantar fasciitis, heel spurs,
runner’s knee, overpronation and knee and back pain.
“The athletic footwear market continues to grow,”
says sales manager John Blankenship. “The biggest
advantage in this market is continually driving sales
from both popular, branded products and intuitive,
creative, newer ones. The continued awareness of
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overall health keeps athletic footwear trends on
the rise.”
CurrexSole’s ultra-lightweight sport-specific insoles
– for running, cycling, hiking and skiing and cleated
athletics – are packed with feet features. Priced at
$49.95, they include a deep heel cup for a better
in-shoe fit, triple layers for optimum moisture wicking
and blister reduction; 3D Dynamic Arch Technology
made from a silver Nylon 6 composite for natural foot
guidance; PROPO+, a special forefoot material, for
direct foot contact that creates dynamic propulsion;
a sensitive Poron cushion that offers comfort during
initial foot contact; and a decoupled heel for reduced
pronation that is advantageous during foot strike.
“Recent studies have proven that after-market insoles
for sport shoes should have a dynamic design to
improve the pressure distribution,” says CEO/MD Lutz
Klein. “It is only worthwhile to add an insole if their
comfort level is higher than what comes with the shoe
liner. The athlete therefore must try and compare them
prior to purchase.”
DoctorInsole, a patented over-the-counter corrective
insole with a custom fit, has a semi-rigid polypropylene
neutral shell that is layered with memory foam and a
shock-absorbing top cover. Its synthetic black suede
bottom provides protection and prevents slippage. It
is $80.
“Our insoles provide a custom-like fit, correction
and are a fraction of the price of a custom orthotic,”
says VP Scott Rosenthal. “We fill a gap in the market
between over-the-counter insoles and custom orthotics
that no one else is in.”
FootBalance’s 100% Custom Sports Insoles, $80, are
the only orthotics that can be custom molded in-store
to the feet in fewer than 10 minutes.
“Many people do not realize that their left and right
foot have differences in pronation, arch height or even
size,” says Jenny Holmstrom, sales and marketing
specialist at Hickory Brands. “With the foot analysis,
they become educated and equipped with insoles that
are 100 percent custom.”
Lynco’s L400 Orthotic, part of the brand’s
Sport Series, is designed for performance and
comfort footwear. The lightweight insole has a soft
CopperGuard top cover made from copper fibers to
prevent bacteria, fungi and odor; an advanced arch
support that comfortably balances feet and provides
proper body alignment; a Pro-Shox center layer for
comfort and shock attenuation; and a supportive
AeroCell polyurethane core. Available in a variety of
configurations and styles, it is $59.95.
“Lynco is the only orthotic system that directly ties
to a digital foot-scanning technology that measures foot
size, arch type and pressure points then immediately
selects the ideal orthotic,” says Hadas Cohen, senior
marketing manager.
New Balance’s IPR 3030 Metatarsal Support, $40, has
a Plastazote top, Abzorb cushioning, an air-flow channel, a metatarsal arch rise and an extra deep heel cup.
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“It has a unique support that helps relieve and
protect pressure points,” says Jenny Holmstrom,
sales and marketing specialist at Hickory Brands.
“The contoured shape of the metatarsal arch
rise distributes pressure and can help prevent or
provide relief from plantar fasciitis.”
Pulse Performance Orthotics, $37.95, are
designed for use in advanced athletic shoes
during rigorous activity. They have a built-in
arch support and heel cradle to stabilize the
foot and improve alignment; targeted duallayer cushioning to absorb shock and reduce
stress on the feet, ankles and other joints; and a
polypropylene shell that brings bounce back with
each step.
“The Pulse is the first insole created
specifically for independent specialty retailers
to help distinguish their business and prevent
online price shopping,” says sales manager John
Blankenship.
Sidas’ 3 Feet Active, which comes in a trio of
styles to fit various foot types, is designed for
sports that demand dynamic foot flexion.
Its shell supports low, medium and high
arches, and it has a gel pad under the heel
for cushioning and forefoot perforations for
breathability. Its top sheet is anti-bacterial and
anti-microbial. Available in sizes XS to XXL, it
is $50.
“3 Feet Active allows us to match the arch
height to the athlete’s foot, creating better
energy transfer and mechanics,” says Jay Taylor,
president of the Soze Group. “It enables us to
work with the individual to fine-tune a product
that enhances the fit of the footwear.”
Sof Sole’s FIT, which offers separate styles for
low, neutral and high arches, has been improved
to provide a more comfortable and stable sole.
Features of the $39.99 insole include a redesigned
shock-absorbing ethylene vinyl acetate foam
density for each arch type; more stabilizing heel
and arch plates; and a more comfortable top
cover. A heel spur, $12.99, also is available.
“The unique arch height of each FIT insole
provides optimal stability for each specific foot
type,” says Kurt Wineman, senior VP–sales. “We
have enhanced the high-rebound EVA foams to
improve overall comfort and performance right
out of the box.”
Sorbothane’s Ultra Sole, $25.95, is designed
for active, athletic feet, returning energy step
for step while absorbing up to 94.7 percent of
impact shock. Made in the USA, its lightweight
contoured air-infused base cups the heel and
supports the arch while providing cushioned
comfort; its gel energy pad provides maximum
return and absorbs shock; its heel insert helps
reduce impact-related injuries; its Poron liner is
anti-fungal and moisture wicking, and its brushed

polyester fabric top cover keeps feet cool.
“Whether walking, running, hiking or standing,
consumers are looking for a quality, innovative
insole that will support and cradle their foot in
natural comfort and provide a layer of impact
protection,” says president David Church. “The
addition of a Sorbothane Comfort & Performance
Insole to any shoe will help prevent injury,
relieve pain and provide comfort by absorbing
impact shock before it enters the body.”
Spenco Medics’ Sport, a new instantly
customizable insole, is designed to offer quick
relief for athletes and others who need orthotics.
Available in two styles – three-quarter length,
$49.99, and full length, $59.99 – it features
the brand’s Total Support technology, which
includes interchangeable heel and mid-foot pods.
“With the option to omit pods or choose
from a selection of different-density pods for
the insole, the kinetic prescription options
are endless,” says Jeff Antonioli, VP–sales and
marketing. “This is a cost-effective option for
doctors and athletes, either as a final solution to
foot pain or to help relieve pain while patients
wait for custom orthotics.”
The orthotic also comes in dress and diabetic
versions. It is packaged for retail sales, but it is
recommended that it be adjusted by a medical
professional.
Superfeet’s Trophy line, $29.95 to $49.95,
features four insoles – Trail, Hunt for men, Hunt
for women and Guide -- designed for hunters.
Hunt, a high-mileage warmth and comfort
insole, includes a merino wool warmth cushion
that also wicks moisture; Scentlok scent
control that gets its masking strength from
charcoal; Silent Step stabilizing shape that
supports the arch and foot; and a flexible heel
cradle that works with the moving foot and
supports soft tissue to absorb impact. The
women’s version is designed specifically to fit
the female foot.
“This line is different than any other insole on
the market because no one else addresses the
specific needs of hunters at a reasonable price,”
says Ellen Hardwick, marketing manager.
Vionic Active’s orthotic, $39.95, is designed for
greater control in faster-paced activities such as
running. Its Tri-Planar Motion control technology
features a uniquely contoured arch and deep
heel cup to improve stability and may provide
relief from plantar fasciitis, flat feet, knee and
back pain and aching legs.
The ethylene vinyl acetate orthotic, which
can be trimmed in the forefoot, has a reinforced
hardened polyethylene plastic shell, a cushioned
shock dot in the heel and an intrinsically posted
rear foot wedge to provide support and control
and help prevent excess pronation.

Sof Sole FIT, $39.99

Superfeet Hunt, $39.95

Vionic Active orthotic, $39.95

Pulse Performance Orthotics, $37.95

Sidas 3 Feet Active, $50
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DoctorInsole, $80

New Balance IPR 3030, $40

Lynco L400, $59.95

Archmolds Maximum, $40.95

Spenco Medics Sport, $49.99,
for three-quarter, $59.99 for full

currexSole ActivePro
for cleated shoes, $49.95

The best insoles
are dynamic,
performanceenhancing
devices that work
with the foot
instead of merely
laboring under it.

“It was developed by renowned Australian podiatrist
Phillip Vasyli and is based on the average of thousands
of custom orthotics that went through the lab,” says
executive VP Steven Mabb. “That means it works very
well for most people with overpronation.”
Laces and Cleaners
Speedlaces’ iBungee Laces, $5.95, flex with every
stride and turn every shoe into a slip-on. Made in
the USA, they have a multi-strand latex core and
polyester jacket and feature a cord lock that has
stainless steel springs that allow runners to make
tension adjustments quickly. Recommended by
Runner’s World and rated Best In Test by Triathlete
Magazine, they come in a variety of colors, and there
is a reflective version. The brand also makes RaceRunners (non-stretch) and Zero-Friction Fittings.
“We offer the highest quality elastic lace available,”
says Cindy Garbarino, global sales manager. “iBungee
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FootBalance 100% Custom Sports Insole, $80

10-Seconds Shoe Disinfectant
& Deodorizer, $8.99

Sorbothane Ultra
Sole, $25.95

Laces, our most popular product, are made to our
strict specifications in the finest New England mills,
and they are sized for a perfect fit.”
10-Seconds, which has a citrus scent, is the only
disinfectant deodorizer that kills the MRSA virus.
It is $8.99. “It’s a must for team sports,” says Jenny
Holmstrom, sales and marketing specialist at Hickory
Brands. “It can be used in footwear, lockers, equipment
and gym bags.”
Sof Sole’s Athletic Care Kit, $20, cleans more than
two dozen pairs of shoes. The travel-friendly kit that
removes dirt and salt stains from leather, canvas,
nylon, vinyl and nylon mesh is simple and easy to use.
A brush, dipped in water, is used to apply the cleaner,
which is washed off with cold water.
Sof Sole Freshener is sprayed inside the dry shoe
to eliminate odor. The kit also may be used on duffle
bags, mats or equipment. A Boot Care Kit, $20, is also
available. O
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Sof Sole shoe care products help you clean, protect,
condition and deodorize all of your footwear. These
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SPORTS MEDICINE

BRACE
FOR IT

By Michael Jacobsen
Technology is taking the sports medicine category
in a new direction. One niche that is experiencing
rapid change is the demand for braces, sleeves and
supports, where vendors are innovating like never before.
The challenge for retailers – many of whom are turning to
their own private label offerings to serve the category – is to
choose and offer the proper line-up for an increasingly savvy
athlete. Consumers come into the store knowing what they want
and if one store doesn’t stock it, the next store will — or it is only
a few clicks of a mouse away. Innovation and product advances are
coming from the well-known sports medicine names such as McDavid,
Shock Doctor and Cramer, along with a host of medical brands making
a run at the sports market. Sports Insight brought them all together in a
virtual Vendor Roundtable to see where the category is headed and how
retailers can make sure they support the business.

The braces/sleeves and
supports game is changing
and retailers need to have
the right products on
their shelves at the right
prices. Vendors are more
than willing to help.

THE PLAYERS
Bauerfeind, Cramer,
DJO Global, Hickory
Brands/New Balance,
LP Support, McDavid,
Pro-Tec Athletics,
Zamst, Shock Doctor

This LP Support EmbioZ
sock features a double-loop
heel strap to improve stability and a Power Band to
enhance sensory perception
and prevent excessive roll.
MSRP $42-$48.
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Where is the innovation in the
braces/sleeves category coming
from and in what direction is
technology headed in 2015 and
beyond?

are looking for products that
won’t weigh them down and will
provide full range of motion while
stabilizing and supporting the area
in need.

Bill Best, VP–Product
Development, Shock Doctor:
The ability to improve products
with new materials and process
technologies is fueling innovative
designs, providing a continually
evolving range of products that
will offer consumers better
fitting, more supportive and more
comfortable choices than has
been available from traditional
items in the category.

Jennie Habersetzer, Director
of Marketing, Pro-Tec Athletics:
Technology is heading in the
direction of lighter, comfortable,
more supportive braces and
supports. When using some of the
newer designs and technologies
in braces and supports, today’s
athlete can benefit from a high
degree of support and stabilization
without being limited or distracted
by excessive heat or discomfort.

Dave Ortley, Senior Director of
Product, DJO Global/DonJoy:
Innovation will come in the form of
products that address every phase
of a sport enthusiast’s active life
and proactive approach to health.
Innovation will come in the form
of connection, engagement and
in the simplification of the brand/
product/purchase decision
that the athlete/consumer feels
cared for and confident in their
purchase decision.

Theresa Wong, Executive Vice
President, La Pointique/Oppo
Medical: Technology is being
based on sports physiology and
kinesiology and we see these
concepts being incorporated in
braces as well as in performance
apparel. Products are integrating
highly functional support, style and
colors.

Laura Cleveland, Senior
Marketing Manager, Zamst:
Overall technology is getting
lighter weight for performance with
enhanced stabilization. Athletes

Mary Horwath, VP–Global
Marketing, McDavid: Technical
fabrics continue to evolve,
offering improved comfort and
performance. Engineered elastics
continue to grow in popularity due
to their sleeker profile, comfort and
attractive design. We are seeing
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higher retails as new technologies
and enhanced materials are added.
Warren Colter, CMO, Bauerfeind
USA: The trend is to bring medical
innovations to sport. For example,
our elbow support brace was
designed with Dr. James Andrews,
renowned surgeon to elite athletes,
and reflects clinical studies showing
the benefit of medical grade
compression in helping prevent
hyperextension in overhead
throwing and pitching.
Jenny Holmstrom, Sales and
Marketing Specialist, Hickory
Brands: As common injuries
grow, so do the braces/sleeves to
provide support and a measure of
prevention.
What should retailers consider
when deciding which brace/sleeve
brands to carry?
Neal Fink, VP–Sporting Goods
Channel, Cramer Products:
Knowledge of the customer base
is critical to establishing the
perfect assortment. There are
a lot of options when it comes
to braces and supports — what
sports you are servicing, the ages
of your athletes and their gender
all play a role in what will turn in a
specific location. This isn’t a new
concept, but in our experience it’s
the most important consideration
and it requires connecting with
customers.
Horwath: Retailers should
consider the strength and
credibility of the brand to ensure
they are providing a product
that actually performs the way it
claims. Not all braces and sleeves
are created equal.
Colter: Retailers should consider
the role of the category. Do they
want to be a sports medicine
destination with a well-thoughtout assortment plan based on
consumer insight about product
decision tree, demographics,
psycho-graphics and price
sensitivity? Or do they just want
braces and supports to be one
of many accessories? Another
consideration is staff training.
Does the manufacturer provide
both product training and sales
training? Think of the level of
support you get from your best
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footwear or equipment brands. Do
your braces and supports brands
measure up?

in their braces/sleeves in terms of
performance, price, innovation?

Wong: How can the brace/
sleeve drive the athlete to his/
her full potential? Does it have
compression to target the joint
and muscle and compression to
improve blood circulation? Does
it have material that ensures
optimal comfort during training?
Does it have enough stabilization
to help prevent injury? Can we
convince the customers that
a performance brace/sleeve is
worth the price they pay?

Fink: Advances in apparel,
footwear and equipment have
created a new definition of
performance. Technology plays
a key role and consumers are
definitely looking for braces and
sleeves that are lighter, more
breathable, more comfortable
and provide better support. The
trick with pricing is to understand
exactly what consumers value and
deliver breakthrough benefits and
experiences. Don’t ask them to
pay for things they don’t need.

Habersetzer: Retailers should
choose a brand that utilizes the
latest technologies and offers clear
injury/recovery information that
will educate them in choosing the
right brace or support. Brands
providing this type of knowledge
enable the consumer to make an
educated choice, ensuring they buy
the correct product for their injury.

Best: It’s important to keep in
mind that there’s a very broad
range of consumer needs and
expectations for the products in
this category. There’s no single
driving factor, such as price,
comfort or innovation, that will
be most important. There will
be many different purchase
influencing factors.

Cleveland: Offer a narrow
assortment that serves the
broadest range of injury
prevention. This will not
overwhelm the customers.

Holmstrom: They want perfect
fit and durability at an affordable
price.

Ortley: Retailers prefer to partner
with brands that drive demand
and create traffic in their stores.
Seventy-five percent of consumers
who shop Sports Med at retail
have yet to decide which brand
they intend to purchase. The
retailer, along with the brands
they carry, have an obligation and
opportunity at the point of sale to
educate the consumer and fully
inform their purchase. Retailers
should look to partner with
brands that focus their efforts on
this critical connection.
Best: The category includes a
wide range of products for all
areas of the body and multiple
levels of support, which can be
confusing to the consumer if not
well defined and easy to shop.
Retailers should look carefully
at how well a brand defines their
product range and how well their
packaging and merchandising
provides for the right product
selection to be made without
confusion.
What are consumers looking for

Ortley: The product has to
address the needs of the athlete
first and foremost. If the consumer
has an injury or condition that
needs attention, the product
promise must be upheld. The
innovation must be meaningful
and never innovation for
innovation’s sake.
Habersetzer: Consumers are
looking for a brace/support to
help them recover faster and
maintain activity. They want the
latest technology and design.
But, when buying at retail, the
consumer does not expect to pay
the same price they might if they
bought a brace through a doctor
or medical professional. They are
looking for the latest in innovation
but at a good value.
Horwath: Sports medicine is
equal parts sports apparel and
sports medical. Athletes have a
need for a high-quality brace or
support that will enable them to
move freely while still providing
the confidence that they were
supported/protected from further
injury. Today’s athletes absolutely
want comfort and performance.

DonJoy’s Bionic Knee Brace
features bilateral polycentric
hinges with hyper extension
stops and top and bottom
stretch webbing closure with
TPR pull tabs that deliver a
precision fit. MSRP $85.

The Short Knee brace from
DonJoy features a silicone
web that surrounds and stabilizes the patella to ensure
proper tracking. MSRP $70.

Shock Doctor 2065
Compression Knit Knee
Sleeve with Gel Support.
MSRP $29.99.
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Colter: They want a product that reduces
their pain and gives them the stability in the
joint to continue to do the activities they
love and to keep the commitments they
make to themselves and others. Consumers
also want the greatest quality, durability,
and comfort they can afford.
How important is the merchandising and packaging of products at retail and are retailers taking advantage of what vendors are supplying?

Zamst ZK-7 is the strongest
knee support for moderate to
severe sprains of the ACL, PCL,
MCL and LCL. MSRP $79.99.

Hickory Brands/New Balance
Open Knee Support with adjustable design. MSRP $19.99 for
normal size; XL $29.99.

Cramer Active Ankle AS1 Pro provides the comfort and mobility of a
lace up and the added support and
security of a tape job. MSRP $39.99.

Horwath: With a growing array of braces,
supports, wraps and sleeves for every
body part, the selection, if not properly
merchandised, can be a total disaster in
terms of shopper experience and their ability
to find what they are looking for. Great
packaging that is easy to open and features
clear information on what conditions are best
for each product along with size charts rank
highest in terms of criteria.
Holmstrom: Merchandising is always important. Carrying well-merchandised braces and
sleeves provides consumers with recovery
and relief while greatly increasing a retailer’s
earning potential.
Wong: Unique packaging creates a powerful first impression. The information on the
packaging should educate the customers
about what this brace/sleeve could do to
help them. Innovation is good, but only if it
is useful to the user.

DonJoy’s Trizone Calf sleeve
provides three zones of compression placed to deliver peak
performance. MSRP $50.

Pro-Tec 3D Flat Premium Ankle
Support is recommended for
minor to moderate ankle sprains
and strains. MSRP $17.95.

Pro-Tec 3D Flat Premium
Knee Support contours to
the knee area for maximum
support. MSRP $19.95.

Ortley: Presentation, selection and shoppability are all important elements of the brand
experience and if a brand addresses each
aspect properly then the cumulative effect of
the approach pays dividends.
Fink: Braces and supports isn’t a category
that gets a lot of service in retail. That reality
makes top-notch packaging critical to the success of any program. It has to look great and
really sell the product so that staff can focus
on categories like equipment and footwear.
Best: With the product category being very
broad and with several options for each body
part, the product packaging information and
merchandising presentation is very important
to the consumer’s ability to shop it efficiently
and make the correct product choice. A welldeveloped product line will provide easy-tounderstand product information on the package, which is integrated into the complete
merchandising of the product range.

Bauerfeind EpiTrain
PowerGuard helps reduce the
risk of elbow hyperextension.
MSRP $199.

McDavid’s Ankle Sleeve
offers four-way stretch elastic material for increased
performance. MSRP $39.99.
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Ice20 compression wrap fits
the upper, mid/ lower back,
left or right hip and glutes
and the abs. MSRP $69.99.

Habersetzer: The message must be clear in
the packaging and displays as to how these
products can help. Sports medicine is not a
one-size-fits-all category. Clear explanations
built into the packaging provide the greatest probability of the consumer educating
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SPORTS MEDICINE
themselves about their injury and thereby
purchasing the correct product.
Colter: Consumers need help selecting the
right product for their issue, and in selecting the right size. Package information, instore displays, signage and even video and
digital assets help create successful shopping experiences.
Finally, what is the biggest issue retailers
are facing when selling the category?
Cleveland: The biggest challenge retailers are facing in this category is employee
training.
Fink: The biggest problem today is product
and category knowledge.

Blake Griffin using Hyperice Ice Compression. MSRP $69.99.

THE ICE MEN COMETH
A growing sub-category in sports medicine in 2015 is focused on
recovery product. Here it is the ice compression niche that is capturing
attention on retail shelves and in locker rooms. Sports Insight spoke
with two of the leading companies focused on this niche for their input.
Where is the innovation in recovery
coming from?
Jim Huether, CEO, Hyperice: There has deﬁnitely
been signiﬁcantly more focus and attention on the
recovery and movement enhancement technology
space, which includes products related to compression, cryotherapy and bracing.
Brad Smith, Division President, ICE20, a Division of Bownet Sports:
The cold/ice therapy market has been composed
of gel packs you freeze and latex ice bags to lessen
swelling and bruising. New designs and innovations
utilizing real ice and neoprene wraps are coming
from new companies. Players and coaches now
want ice therapy products that are easy to use,
keep them on the go and won’t get them wet.

What are consumers looking for?
Huether: Just like a professional athlete, all of us
weekend warriors want to have something technologically advanced and functional — with style.
In addition to technology advancement, what is
equally important is the look, feel and style.
Smith: Consumers want convenient and simple
ways to use ice therapy. They want to use a
product that allows them to be mobile during use,
won’t get them wet and that they can reuse easily.
Real ice products are effective because ice can be
obtained anywhere and are easy to travel with.
What role does merchandising and
packaging play?

Huether: Retailers should look for innovation that is
being used within the professional training rooms,
by professional athletes. The resources invested
into keeping top-tier athletes performing at their
highest levels are second to none.

Huether: With recovery being such a new space,
it is very important to ﬁnd ways to communicate
this message effectively. I expect more and more
experience-based point-of-purchase displays at retail in 2016 and 2017. As trends have shifted more
aggressively toward technology innovation, the
consumer wants to know ﬁrst-hand how it works
and how it feels.

Smith: Retailers should consider a number of
things for their customers. First, a diverse product
line consisting of multiple wraps. Then consider real
ice versus gel packs. Do your homework. Studies
have shown real ice works more effectively than gel
packs because real ice is more consistent temperature-wise, for example.

Smith: It is very important for the cold therapy
products to be retail ready and have a look that
stands out to the consumer. Most larger stores
don't have the sales staff to connect with the
customers and provide assistance. An attractive
packaging presentation is essential for success and
displays help promote the products even more. O

How can retailers decide what brands to carry?
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Ortley: Assorting, showcasing and communicating product innovation requires a
commitment from the retailer in terms of
space and display. The toughest challenge
is consistent and thoughtful category focus
and execution. The bracing and sleeve
space is red hot right now and retailers will
be rewarded if they choose the right brand
partners and work collaboratively.
Habersetzer: One of the biggest issues retailers are facing is carrying the correct mix relevant to their consumer population. A running
store will benefit from a very different sports
medicine allocation than a tennis, soccer or
general sporting goods retailer.
Colter: The biggest issue is to educate
consumers on the differences among the
products in their assortment. Sales associate product knowledge, packaging, point-ofpurchase displays, signage and even video
content can be effective means for retailers
to help their customers get the brace that
will be best for them.
Horwath: Educating the growing sports
medicine customer on what to purchase is
a challenge.
Holmstrom: The greatest issue retailers
face is an unfamiliarity with product
technology. When retailers understand
the many benefits braces and sleeves
provide, both the retailer and the
consumer win.
Best: To be successful the retailer needs
to be committed to it and have a broad
range of products in full size ranges. To
inform customers on making the right
choice for their specific need is important
to their positive experience with the
product once they’re using it. Educating
staff on the differences of the products
and paying particular attention to
customers who are shopping the category
are important for them to emphasize. O
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Our most stable line, featuring
Bilateral Polycentric Hinges to fully
stabilize the joint against lateral
forces, while operating freely for a
highly responsive and natural feel.

DEFENDER SKIN

Unique hybrid design combines
the properties of compression and
bracing all in one sleeve to help
maintain peak performance during
sport and activity.

BIONIC KNEE

Adhesive second skin engineered
to protect the body against
common injuries associated
with impact and abrasion.

For sales inquiries, please contact: Tim Clark 760.392.5110 tim.clark@djoglobal.com

END INSIGHT

Video Stars
A Look at the Messages that Brands Are
Pushing in the Latest Video Campaigns.

Are you connected to Sports Insight online?
Hook up with us on social media and you can stay in
touch with our news updates and trendspotting finds
on a daily basis. We are on Twitter @sports_insight
and on Facebook at facebook.com/sportsinsight

Nike: Find Your Fast
Starring: A slew of speedy Swoosh
stars in fast-paced, fun clips, including
Kobe Bryant, Rafael Nadal, Marcus
Mariota, Richard Sherman, Wayne
Rooney, Alyson Felix and Serena
Williams. Includes cameos from Michael
Johnson, magician David Blaine, the
Road Runner and more.
The Theme: Brings together some
of the planet’s beacons of speed to
inspire consumers to run or train for
their fastest time. Promotes Nike’s
Zoom footwear.
View it: youtu.be/bh8r6S2FNP0

Adidas: Create Your Own Game
Starring: Global soccer stars Leo
Messi, Gareth Bale, James Rodriguez, Mesut Ozil and Thomas Muller,
as well as NBA player Ricky Rubio.
The Theme: Challenges
consumers to see their idols
differently. The athletes featured
are idols, but the campaign
encourages athletes to create
their own path and be the
next generation of creators by
unfollowing their heroes.
View it: youtu.be/hIqC9IYMUOU

Under Armour: Back To Work
Starring: NBA MVP Stephen Curry.
The Theme: Focuses on Curry
getting back to work instead of
taking a vacation right after his
Golden State Warriors won the
NBA title. Voiceover reminds us
he could be relaxing on a beach.
Instead, the visuals show Curry
sweeping celebratory confetti off an
outdoor court and shooting hoops.
View it: youtu.be/kRzYOrP1dL0
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